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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the subcommittee, Theatre Communications Group 
– the national service organization for the American theatre – is grateful for this opportunity to 
submit testimony on behalf of our 499 not-for-profit member theatres across the country and the 
31 million audience members that the theatre community serves.  We urge you to support 
funding at $155 million for the National Endowment for the Arts for FY13. 
 
Indeed, the entire not-for-profit arts industry stimulates the economy, creates jobs and attracts 
tourism dollars.  The not-for-profit arts generate $166.2 billion annually in economic activity, 
support 5.7 million jobs and return $12.6 billion in federal income taxes.  Art museums, exhibits 
and festivals combine with performances of theatre, dance, opera and music to draw tourists and 
their consumer dollars to communities nationwide.  Federal funding for the arts creates a 
significant return, generating many more dollars in matching funds for each federal dollar 
awarded, and is clearly an investment in the economic health of America.  In an uncertain 
economy where corporate donations and foundation grants to the arts are diminished, and 
increased ticket prices would undermine efforts to broaden and diversify audiences, these federal 
funds simply cannot be replaced.  Maintaining the strength of the not-for-profit sector, along 
with the commercial sector, will be vital to supporting the economic health of our nation. 
 
Our country's not-for-profit theatres develop innovative educational activities and outreach 
programs, providing millions of young people, including "at-risk" youth, with important skills 
for the future by expanding their creativity and developing problem-solving, reasoning and 
communication abilities – preparing today's students to become tomorrow's citizens.  Our 
theatres present new works and serve as catalysts for economic growth in their local 
communities.  These theatres also nurture – and provide artistic homes for the development of – 
the current generation of acclaimed writers, actors, directors and designers working in regional 
theatre, on Broadway and in the film and television industries.  At the same time, theatres have 
become increasingly responsive to their communities, serving as healing forces in difficult times, 
and producing work that reflects and celebrates the strength of our nation's diversity. 
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Here are some recent examples of NEA grants and their impact: 
 
From the NEA's Access to Artistic Excellence Program: 
 
Located in southern Vermont, Weston Playhouse was the recipient of an NEA grant in the 
category of Artistic Excellence in Musical Theatre for $45,000. This grant supported the world 
premiere production of Saint-Ex, a new musical by composer Jenny Giering and author Sean 
Barry, directed by Kent Nicholson. Inspired by the life of author and aviator Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry (The Little Prince), Saint-Ex provides an impassioned and deeply moving portrait of a 
man whose work is cherished by millions across the globe, but whose astonishing life remains 
little known. Saint-Ex began performances on August 28 at the Weston Playhouse. Interrupted 
just three days into the run when Tropical Storm Irene ripped through Weston, flooding 
countless homes and businesses, the lower level of the Weston Playhouse sustained extensive 
damage after being submerged in 8 feet of water. Response to these devastating events was 
overwhelming, with company and community members coming out to help with the cleanup. 
Recovering from this natural disaster, a restaged version of Saint-Ex opened just five days after 
the flood and served as a platform for community catharsis with every subsequent performance 
receiving an emotional standing ovation. Saint-Ex ran for two weeks with twelve total 
performances, 2,013 adults and students in attendance and 27 artists in addition to 39 Weston 
Playhouse staff members participating in the project. 
 
From the NEA’s Art Works Program: 
 
CENTERSTAGE in Baltimore, Maryland, received $55,000 to support the presentation of 
Gleam, an adaptation by Bonnie Lee Moss Rattner of Zora Neale Hurston’s novel Their Eyes 
Were Watching God directed by Marion McClinton. This novel is considered one of the jewels 
of the Harlem Renaissance by one of America’s literary giants. 
 
Milwaukee Repertory Theater received $20,000 to support a musical production of Next to 
Normal, composed by Tom Kitt, with libretto and lyrics by Brian Yorkey, and directed by artistic 
director Mark Clements with accompanying community and student educational programming. 
The award-winning contemporary musical portrays a family grappling with depression and 
mental illness. 
 
Perseverance Theatre, in Douglas, Alaska, received $20,000 to support a production of A 
Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry. A seminal work in the development of African 
American theatre, as well as a study of the issues of race relations, the play portrays an African 
American family living in Chicago's South Side during the 1940s and examines the American 
dream of children striving to rise above their parents' accomplishments. 
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From the NEA’s Challenge America Program: 
 
Tennessee Women's Theater Project in Nashville, TN received $10,000 to support the creation 
and tour of a new play by Regina Taylor examining the experience of breast cancer from the 
African American perspective. Partners will include the Tennessee Breast Cancer Coalition. 
 
 
These are only a few examples of the kinds of extraordinary programs supported by the National 
Endowment for the Arts. Indeed, the Endowment’s Theatre Program is able to fund only 50% of 
the applications it receives, so 50% of the theatres are turned away because there aren’t sufficient 
funds. Theatre Communications Group urges you to support a funding level of $155 million for 
FY13 for the NEA, to maintain citizen access to the cultural, educational and economic benefits 
of the arts, and to advance creativity and innovation in communities across the United States. 
 
The arts infrastructure of the United States is critical to the nation’s well-being and its economic 
vitality. It is supported by a remarkable combination of government, business, foundation and 
individual donors. It is a striking example of federal/state/private partnership. Federal support for 
the arts provides a measure of stability for arts programs nationwide and is critical at a time 
when other sources of funding are diminished. Further, the American public favors spending 
federal tax dollars in support of the arts. The NEA was funded at $146 million in the FY12 
budget; however, it has never recovered from a 40% budget cut in FY96 and its programs are 
still under-funded. We urge the subcommittee to fund the NEA at a level of $155 million to 
preserve the important cultural programs reaching Americans across the country. 
 
Thank you for considering this request. 
 


